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the historical connection between the dead sea community
and original christianity has been the subject of controversy for
more than a decade in spite of this present book the problem of
quaran
the relationship of the early christian church to the qumran
order still remains however this volume is important in that
it represents one of the first attempts by a mormon writer to
inform LDS church members concerning the scrolls and the
sect which preserved them
in the first four chapters of his book dr robinson reviews
the historical data related to the actual discovery of the scrolls
in 1947 and he sketches the intriguing story of their recognition as one of the monumental archaeological discoveries of
the century the author describes the major manuscripts in
addition he discusses briefly their significance and the problems of date the above material is interestingly and effectively
presented it is written in a scholarly fashion yet avoids the
difficulties of technical terminology and controversial detail
an asset to the book is the excellent photographs of the dead
sea area of the caves from which scrolls and fragments were
taken and of jars in which the scrolls had been preserved
the chief weakness of this volume stems from the author s
intention to establish the dead sea scrolls as another witness
to the antiquity of the gospel for example robinson finds
LDS church organization doctrine and practice almost everywhere in the manual of discipline the twelve laymen and three
priests who governed the sect are without qualification referred
to as general authorities and from robinson s point of view
quaran order justifies his
the emphasis on priesthood in the qumran
claim that here we have a regular system of bishops priests
teachers and deacons the author draws further parallels between the communal type meal of the covenanters
ers and the
Covenant
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christian sacrament between the stress placed on the term
knowledge by the teachers of the sect and the LDS concern for
intelligence and wisdom and between the order of precedence
among members of the order and present day ecclesiastical pro
printies
prie ties in matters of seating at meetings taking the sacrament
prieties
etc moreover robinson maintains that the covenanters
ers had a
Covenant
clear idea of the concept of grace and works and he continues
no misunderstanding about the purpose of baptism it may be
admitted that there are some interesting parallels between the
quaran sect but in most of
early christian church and the qumran
the cases cited above the evidence is clearly forced the terms
sacrament
general authorities etc are implicates which
seem to be based upon the author s desire to prove his theology
rather than upon any substantial evidence derived from the
manuscripts themselves
in the opinion of this reviewer the author s preoccupation
with theology detracts from his book had he been content
to follow through with his report on the scrolls as a journalist
rather than as an apologist for modern theology his book
might have been far more effective and informative
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